Now that the process of admission of the freshers is on, it is being brought to the notice of all students that **ragging is not only a social evil but also a penal offence.** Any students indulging in ragging of the freshers during admission/interview and/or subsequently at the hostel or in the class or in the corridors or anywhere inside and outside of the campus, shall be severely dealt with on pain of punishment ranging from loss of academic year/loss of hostel boardership to expulsion from the university itself. Reporting to the Police Station may also be made in addition to the above punishment.

Any incident of ragging coming to the notice of any member of the university community may please be brought to the notice of any member of the Anti-Ragging Committee/Anti-ragging Squad members so that appropriate action may be taken against the miscreant/s promptly.

Further, Departmental and Hostel Anti-Ragging Squads under the control of concerned Head of the Department and Hostel Superintendent, respectively, are responsible for maintaining vigil, oversight, surprise visit and patrolling function and shall mobile, alert and active all times. The Anti-ragging Squad is authorized to take necessary action on the spot as it deem fit to stop ragging and to report immediately to the convenor of the Anti-Ragging Committee about such incident, if occur.

**Anti-Ragging Committee Members with Phone Numbers**

Vice-Chancellor, Chairman 24146000
Registrar 24146414
Dr. Rajat Ray, Dean of Students, Convenor 9836123349
Prof. Shibnath Chakraborty, Dept. of Civil Engg. 9831129563
Prof. Chandan Majumder, Dept. of Computer Science Engg. 9433029846
Prof. Bivas Dam, Dept. of IEE (Salt Lake Campus) 9331042314
Smt. Madhuchanda Deb, Councilor, 92 Ward, KMC 9433314901
Shri. Prasanta Mondal, Dy. Magistrate, South 24 Pgs. 9434403680
Shri. Prabir Roy, Inspector-in-Charge, Jadavpur P.S. 9433918327
Shri. Rajat Subhra Mukuti, Media Representative 9830699883
Prof. Sadhan Chakraborty, Dept. of Philosophy 9051711484
Dr. Bappa Mullick, Director of Youth Welfare 9874127199
Dr. Samantak Das, Dept. of Comparative Literature 9434212841
Dr. Mridul Bose, Dept. of Physics 9830440142
Dr. Partha Ghosh, Dept. of Construction Engg. 9433112189
Shri. Debdas Mondal, Dept. of Sanskrit 9051888447
Smt. Monika Saha, E C Member/JUKS 9433074507
Oindrila Chakraborty, Chairman, AF SU (2011-12) 9432940317
Sayantan Sarkar, Chairman, SFSU (2011-12) 9874459112
Prasun Chakraborty, Chairman, FETSU (2011-12) 9874660851
Smt. Aparna Kar Chowdhury, Supdt. Women Hostel 9231594148
Shri. Abhishek Roy, Dept. of Civil Engg., Student Member of EC 9800780430
Shri. Hirok Kr. Roy, Dept. of Geology, Student Member of EC 9832486176
Shri. Goutam Mukherjee, Hostel Supdt. 9339439017
Shri. Tapam Jana, Hostel Supdt. 9477142134
Md. Moshi Ul Allam, Dept. of Economics, Student-Arts Faculty 9831537280
Debarshi Das, Dept. of Physics, Student-Science Faculty 9874537484
Shovan Dutta, Dept. of E.T.C.E., Student-Faculty of Engg. & Tech. 9330809086
Kangkan Roy, AGS, FETSU, Salt Lake Campus (2011-12) 9614477332

Copy to: All Departments/Sections/Units including SL Campus/Students Unions/Hostels
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